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Abstracct
This papper reviewss the book of
o A Study oof Metonym
my through tthe Lens of Rhetorical Criticism.
In this book, the aauthor, Li K
Ke, tries to analyze annd evaluate metonymyy through thhe lens of
rhetorical criticism
m, and propooses a new
w research pparadigm caalled critical metonymyy analysis
based oon which m
metonymic competence
c
e is well coonstructed tthat can bee applied too teaching
practicee. He finds tthat the reseearch horizoon of metonyymy has beeen mainly cconfined to ttraditional
linguistiics in the paast, hardly iinvolving innterdisciplinnary researcch. Besides, domestic studies
s
are
inclinedd to merelyy introducee western rresearch acchievement,, lacking ooriginal theeories and
researchh methods. T
Therefore, tthis book is of great value in both theoretical and practicaal aspects.
Besides the advantaages, this boook can be refined
r
by adding
a
objeccts of criticaal metonym
my analysis
to extennd its linguiistic data. IIn addition, it can also be improvved by classsifying and analyzing
these daata systemattically.
Keyworrds: Metonyymy, Criticaal metonym
my analysis, Rhetorical ccriticism, Rhhetorical sittuation
1. Introoduction
Studies on metonyymy can be traced bacck to Aristootle in 330 B. C. Curreently, metoonymy has
o scholars’ attention. H
However, itts research
never loost vitality aand has attracted a largge number of
horizon is mainlyy confined to linguisttic area, haardly invollving interddisciplinary research.
Recentlyy, Li Ke, a Chinese scholar in Rhetorics and Cognittive Linguistics, has tturned his
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attentionn to the anaalysis and evvaluation off metonymyy under the frame of rhhetorical critticism and
attempteed to constrruct a new rresearch moodel with thhe combinattion of metoonymy and rhetorical
criticism
m, namely, critical meetonymy annalysis in A Study of M
Metonymy through the Lens of
Rhetoriccal Criticism
m. In this w
work, Li elaaborates metonymy as a subject foor rhetoricall criticism
and clarrifies the particular prrocess of crritical metonnymy analyysis innovattively, as w
well as the
applicattion to thee foreign laanguage teeaching praactice especcially in reeading, wriiting, and
translatiion class. T
This paper will make a summarry of the ccontents of this book, and then
commennd on the feeatures of it briefly, as discussed
d
beelow.
2. The S
Summary of
o the Contents of the Book
2.1 The Introductioon Part of thhe Book
p
As aan academicc monograpph, it beginns in explaaining the
This boook consistss of nine parts.
definitioons of the m
main concepts in the titlle such as metonymy
m
annd rhetoricaal criticism iin Chapter
1. Li alsso introducees research purposes, rresearch siggnificance, ttheoretical fframework as well as
researchh methods inn this chapteer.
As an anncient topicc in the acaddemic worldd, studies onn metonymyy can be tracced back to Aristotle.
But it haas not receivved due foccus until 19880s. In Chappter 2, Li revviews the prrevious reseearches on
this toppic in whichh metonymyy was studiied as eitheer a kind of figure of speech or a kind of
cognitivve tool, dom
mestically orr abroad. Hee finds that tthere are prroblems in thhose researcches, such
as limitted researchh horizon. And this bbook will aanalyze andd evaluate metonymy based on
rhetorical criticism theory, a noovel perspecctive.
2.2 Theooretical Connstruction
As menntioned abovve, from C
Chapter 3 too Chapter 9, this bookk shows what critical m
metonymy
analysiss is and how
w it works inn detail, as w
well as its appplication inn language tteaching praactice.
In Chappter 3, Li sstarts with introducingg the connootation of rhhetorical crriticism, inccluding its
definitioon, functionn, and classsification. First,
F
rhetorrical criticissm is definned as the ssystematic
process of analyziing and evvaluating research objeects based on certain rhetorical theory of
symboliic acts andd systems inn its broadd sense andd that of persuasive ddiscourse annd speech
products (both spooken and wrritten) in itss narrow seense. Secondd, rhetoricaal criticism is used to
o a deep level, thuss enhancingg people’s capacity too view it
interpret rhetoricall artifacts on
comprehhensively. Third, foour rhetoriccal criticissm modelss are conncluded, w
which are
Neo-Ariistotelian, sociological perspectivee, dramaturggical perspeective, and ppostmodern criticism.
(Wen, 22006; Cong & Xu, 20077; Foss, 20004; Hart & Susanne, 20005; Kuypers, 2005; Buurgchardt,
2005) And
A these m
models can bbe classifiedd into two sttages in term
ms of the tim
me of generration: the
traditionnal rhetorical criticism
m stage and the new rhhetorical criiticism stage. At the ennd of this
Chapterr, the denottation of rhhetorical critticism is exxpounded, w
which is thhe concrete analytical
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proceduure. Li claim
ms that threee steps aree supposed to be taken in turn inn rhetoricall criticism
proceduure, which aare descriptiion, describiing the relaative charactteristics of tthe rhetoricaal artifact,
interpretation, reveealing the motivationn, value, annd ideologgy behind it by analyyzing the
relationship betweeen its charaacteristics and
a involveed factors ssuch as conntext, and eevaluation,
evaluatiing the concclusion of laast two stepss according to certain crriteria.
Metonyymy, in this research, iis redefinedd based on tthe integrattion of persspectives off figure of
speech and
a cognitivve tool in C
Chapter 4. Inn addition, tthe functionn and steps oof rhetorical criticism
for metoonymy are also redefinned under thhe framewoork of rhetorrical criticissm. Critical metaphor
analysiss is closelyy interconneected with rhetorical criticism bboth in the theory’s nnature and
analyticcal method, which provides referennces for critiical metonymy analysiss as metonymy is also
interrelaated with m
metaphor. L
Li expoundss the two keywords--“
k
“criticism” and “metoonymy” in
detail. T
The former combines thhe conceptioon of criticiism in criticcal discourse analysis and
a that in
rhetorical criticism
m. The latterr is redefineed based on the integraation of persspectives off figure of
T
book also clarifi
fies the objjects, functtions, and analytical
speech and cognittive tool. The
proceduures of critiical metonyymy analyssis. In the end, Li conncluded thaat critical m
metonymy
analysiss needs to bee supported by rhetorical theory annd it also ennriches rhetooric in turn.
From C
Chapter 5 too Chapter 7, Li illuminnates the prrocedures off description, interpretation, and
evaluatiion respectively. In Chhapter 5, hee makes it cclear what the
t descripttion of metoonymy is.
Metonyymy is desscribed in terms of bboth metonnymy recoggnition andd terministiic screen.
Metonyymy recogniition takes contiguity, ICM, the ppart-whole and part-paart interrelaationships,
and conntext as idenntification paarameters. T
Terministic screen is deefined as syymbol system
m and sets
of wordds people uuse, which select, refllect, and deeflect the rreality (Liuu 2008). Itss selective
reflectioon of and deeviation from
m reality cann reveal thee salience off metonymyy.
In Chappter 6, Li mooves to clarrify the proccess of metoonymy interrpretation. IIt means to reveal the
speaker or writer’ss rhetorical motive andd the discouurse’s ideoloogical meanning by analyzing the
my and its social and cultural coontext. Thuss rhetorical situation,
relationship betweeen metonym
rhetorical motive, aand ideologgy are three keywords iinvolved in the interpreetation of m
metonymy.
The boook introducces rhetoricaal situation through thhe analysis of Bitzer’s (1968) deffinition of
rhetorical situation,, Vatz (19733)’s rhetoriccal situationn, and Burkee’s (1973) rhhetorical sittuation. Li
asserts that
t
rhetoriccal situationn should be mastered inn both broaad and narroow sense. B
Besides, he
finds thaat different rhetorical situations caan not only iinfluence annd restrain metonymy
m
bbut also be
reshapedd by it. Thhen the book moves too describe rrhetorical m
motive. The author expplains that
rhetorical motive iss not suppossed to be lim
mited to situuational leveel because iit is actuallyy a kind of
motive to act witth strong iintentionalitty. As a liinguistic phhenomenon, metonym
my is also
concernned with rheetorical mottive which ddeserves a ssystematic aanalysis andd evaluationn. And the
systemaatic analysiss and evaluaation shall w
work by diffe
ferent factors and levelss. As for ideeology, the
author reveals thee ideologiccal meaningg of metonymy through analyzzing it as linguistic
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phenom
mena. It is cconcluded tthat the ideeological view in critiical metonyymy analyssis can be
classifieed into two versions: a weak onee and a stroong one. Thhe strong onne aims to reveal the
inequaliity involvedd in power and politicss which is cconcerned w
with politicaal transform
mation and
politicall system. W
While the w
weak one rrefers to thhe perspectiive, attitudee, and valuues people
maintainn to view annd understannd the worldd.
When iit comes too the proceddure of evaaluation in Chapter 7,, Li believees that the discourse
criterionn is supposeed to be coonsidered ass one of thee criteria for metonymyy evaluationn together
with truuth criterionn, ethical criterion, annd artistic criterion bassed on Cam
mpbell & B
Burkholder
(1997)’ss theory. A
And the ultiimate goal , is to revveal the rheetor’s intenntion to perrsuade the
audience and achieeve identification withh audience bby critical metonymy analysis. T
The author
demonstrates it by giving exam
mples of crritical metonnymy analyysis in politiical text, spports news
text, andd advertisem
ment text. H
He ends up tthis Chapter with an innstance anallysis includiing all the
three procedures off critical metonymy anaalysis.
2.3 The Applicationn of the Crittical Metonyymy Analysiis
Besides the theorettical construuction, this book is also concernedd with the aapplication of critical
metonym
my analysiss into Englissh languagee teaching inncluding reaading, writinng, and trannslation. In
Chapterr 8, Li clarrifies what metonymicc competencce is, basedd on the reesearch paraadigms of
critical m
metonymy aanalysis. Thhen he discuussed how im
mportant the role of meetonymic coompetence
plays inn the teachinng of Engliish reading, writing, annd translatioon is. Learnning from metaphoric
m
competeence, the auuthor makess a conclusiion that meetonymic coompetence is
i concernedd with the
followinng five abillities: the aability to ddescribe metonymy, to explain metonymy
m
q
quickly,
to
evaluatee metonymiic selection,, and to creeate and appply metonymy in languuage practicce, and to
understaand the worrld in terms of the relationship betw
ween macroo and micro levels. All these five
abilitiess have certaain directivve significannce in the teaching of English rreading, wrriting, and
translatiion. First, L
Li takes the tteaching of “Advancedd English” ass an examplle to demonnstrate that
metonym
mic compettence plays a significannt role in both teaching and learninng of English reading.
It can arrouse studennts’ interestt in reading,, help them view languuage from a new perspeective, and
understaand the text comprehennsively, thuss improvingg teaching efffect. Seconnd, English w
writing, as
a form oof languagee productionn, is influennced by manny vital facttors, one off which is metonymic
m
competeence. The uusage of meetonymy caan add artisstry into thee text to soome degree. And the
author demonstratees that all the five abilities
a
off metonymiic competennce are refflected in
metonym
my’s produuction by givving a typiccal examplee. Li believees teachers should graddually pay
attentionn to training students’ ability to ccreate propeer metonym
my in their w
writing andd view the
world inn both micrro and maccro. As for translation, metonymicc competence is also ccritical. Li
advise teachers to gguide studennts to evaluaate that translation version at the m
macro level.
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In Chappter 9, Li cooncludes this book withh its core arggument thatt the three steps
s
that thhe study of
metonym
my from thhe perspectiive of rhetoorical criticiism (critical metonymyy analysis) takes can
make syystematic aanalysis andd evaluatioon for metoonymy. Bessides, it haas great enlightening
significaance about ppractice in E
English teacching of reaading, writinng, and trannslation deppending on
the meetonymic coompetence structured by criticaal metonym
my analysiis. The auuthor also
summarrizes the shoortcomings of this bookk and outlook on the fu
further reseaarch. He sugggests that
multi-diisciplinary iintegration of rhetoric with other disciplines should attrract more atttention in
the furthher investigaations of rhetoric.
3. Comm
ments on th
he Book
3.1 The Strengths of This Bookk
As menntioned in thhe first paraagraph, thiss book is onne of the feew books thhat specializzed in the
study off metonymyy under the frame of rhhetorical criiticism. It iss valuable both
b
theorettically and
practicaally.
3.1.1 Thhe Theoreticcal Value
In generral, comparred with thee similar books on this topic, this book has cconsiderablee merits in
three reespects: Firsst, it clearlyy defines m
metonymy as
a an objectt of rhetoricc criticism. Although
metonym
my, as an ancient research field,, is studiedd deeply in terms of ffigure of sppeech and
cognitivve linguisticcs respectivvely, there is no suchh a definittion that taakes both iitems into
considerration. In thhis book, thhe author presents
p
studdies on mettonymy from the persppective of
both a kkind of figuure of speecch and a kiind of cognitive tool, ddomesticallyy or abroadd, giving a
reasonabble definitiion. And bby doing thhis, the essential feattures of metonymy arre clearly
illuminaated.
Second,, this book cclarifies whhat rhetoricaal criticism is,
i includingg its connottation and ddenotation.
Althouggh rhetoricaal criticism has been a large-scalee study fielld abroad w
with many iinfluential
monogrraphs for alm
most a centtury, not muuch attentioon has beenn paid to it uuntil recentt ten years
domestiically. Therre is a deveelopment lagg. In additiion, definitiions that haave been givven about
rhetorical criticism
m are so heteerogeneous that it is diifficult to fiigure out w
which one iss scientific
considerring the reesearcher’s angle or historical
h
faactors. In tthis book, the author redefines
rhetorical criticism
m by distinguishing it from
f
the brooad and narrrow sense.. He also cllarifies its
with concrette analysis steps.
functionn and modell, together w
Third, a theoreticall frameworkk of criticall metonymyy analysis iss constructeed. This is oone of the
most innnovative ppoints in thhe research. Enlightenned by crittical metaphhor analysiis, critical
metonym
my analysiss is defined as a system
matic analysiis and evaluuation of meetonymy pheenomenon
in discoourse based on rhetoriccal criticism
m theory in a narrow seense. Li refeers that the objects of
critical metonymy analysis innclude some certain tyypes of discourse, maainly politiccal oration
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discoursse, sports neews discourrse, advertissement discourse, and ppart of literrary discourrse. As for
functionns, four asppects are cllarified, thaat is, revealing termnisstic screen, indicating rhetorical
motive and ideoloogical meanning, improoving the aaudiences’ critical awareness, annd finally,
training the audieence’s metoonymic com
mpetence. W
When it coomes to prrocedures oof critical
metonym
my analysiss, three stepps are takenn in turn---- descriptionn of metonyymy, interprretation of
metonym
my, and evaluation of metonymy.. This bookk breaks throough the sttalemate in which the
studies on metonym
my are limitted in the liinguistic fieeld and triess to study metonymy
m
inn terms of
westernn rhetoric, w
which can bee seen as an inter-discipplinary reseaarch.
Fourth, the analyssis steps off critical metonymy
m
aanalysis aree expoundedd based onn rhetoric.
Termnisstic screen, rhetorical situation, rhetorical
r
m
motive and so on are rregarded ass the firm
theoreticcal basis foor critical m
metonymy annalysis, whiich run throough all thee three analyysis steps.
Specificcally speaking, descripttion of metoonymy incluudes metonnymy recognnition and tterministic
screen aanalysis. Intterpretation of metonym
my refers too analyzingg the result of last stepp to reveal
rhetorical motive and ideollogical meaaning. Evaaluation off metonymyy means eevaluating
metonym
my systemaatically baseed on certaiin standardss by analyzzing the resuults concludded in the
last twoo procedurees to reveaal the rhetoor’s intentioon to persuuade the auudience andd achieve
identificcation.
3.1.2 Thhe Practical Value
In addittion, this boook defines m
metonymic competencee reasonablyy under the framework of critical
metonym
my analysiss, which is iinstructive in the teachiing practicee of English reading, wrriting, and
translatiion. It incluudes the folllowing fivee aspects: thhe ability too describe m
metonymy tto explain
metonym
my, to evaluuate metonyymic selection, to createe and applyy metonymyy in languagee practice,
and to understand
u
tthe world inn terms of thhe relationsship betweenn macro andd micro levvels. These
five asppects are conncrete and ccomprehenssive, which are importaant innovativve points coonsidering
practicaal value. Acccording to the researcch, metonym
mic compettence plays a significaant role in
English teaching, which
w
can effectively arouse studdents’ interrests, thus iis beneficial for both
learningg and teachinngs.
3.2 The Shortcominngs of This B
Book
Althouggh this bookk has made significant bbreakthrougghs, there arre still somee shortcomings: First,
since poolitical disccourse, sporrts news diiscourse, addvertisementt discourse,, and part of
o literary
discoursse are regarrded as thee main objeects of critical metonyymy analysiis, the linguuistic data
chosen in the reseaarch are lim
mited. Actuaally, metonyymy also exxists in otheer discoursees such as
entertainnment newss text, whichh also deserrves analyzinng deeply. B
But this boook does not m
mention it
as a resuult of limited space.
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Second,, as far as thhe organizattion of linguuistic data iss concernedd, this book does not classify and
analyze them systtematically, only dem
monstrating some of thhem accordding to thee intensity
samplinng principle.. This strateegy of scatteered organizzation for liinguistic datta may havee negative
influencces on the ovverall effectt of argumennt.
Third, ssome conceeptions menntioned needd to be weiighed and ddemonstrateed. For exam
mple, this
book distinguishes rhetorical ccriticism in a broad sennse from thhat in a narrrow sense. R
Rhetorical
situationns are also distinguishhed in such way. However, “broaad” and “naarrow” is a couple of
relative conceptionns, which caannot be diifferentiatedd by objectiive criteria. So the classsification
itself is subjective aand limited to some exttent.
Finally, when it com
mes to the practical
p
vaalue of metoonymic com
mpetence, thiis book onlyy refers to
its enligghtening siggnificance inn teaching for readingg, writing, aand translatiion. Howevver, it also
works in
i the teachhing for listtening and speaking,
s
thhough maybbe in non-intuitive waays, which
needs too be dug ouut. The defeccts cannot obscure
o
the virtues. Thoough it is im
mperfect, thhis book is
of great value in briidging westtern rhetoricc, traditionall rhetoric, annd cognitivee linguisticss.
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